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Bartholomew Howlett’s engraving of Thomas Girtin’s (1775-1802) view of Tattershall Tower and
Collegiate church from the west, 1799. (The original Girtin was sold at Christies in 2016). Girtin became
good friends with J. M. W. Turner and when teenagers they were employed to colour prints with
watercolours. Girtin exhibited at the Royal Academy from 1794. His architectural and topographical
sketches and drawings established his reputation. His use of watercolour for landscapes being such as
to give him the credit of having created Romantic watercolour painting. He died, sadly, at the age of 27.
‘The colossal tower-house that Cromwell added is one of the most astonishing architectural achievements
that the Middle Ages have bequeathed to us in any country’ (W. Douglas Simpson, 1969).

Tattershall Castle
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Fig.1 Tattershall castle. Lidar view: https://houseprices.io/lab/lidar/map?ref=TF21405806. Below
the castle is a caravan park / water leisure resort - Tattershall Lakes Country Park. The lake
formation is relatively recent.
Fig. 2. Below: OS 6 inch map of Lincolnshire LXXXIX.SW, Revised: 1903 to 1904, Published: 1906.
Reproduced courtesy of National Library of Scotland (NLS).
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Tattershall Castle
Tattershall Castle, c. 1433-50 is a rare example
of a grand brick-built medieval fortified house
which partly incorporates the remains of an
earlier 13th-century enclosure castle. It is associ-
ated with an individual of high status at court -
Ralph Cromwell (1394-1456), who became the
Lord High Treasurer of England - and therefore
bears some similarities in form and architectural
style to contemporary and future royal residences,
anticipating the development of the courtly ‘prod-
igy’ houses of the late Elizabethan and early
Jacobean periods. The Great Tower, and some
other standing buildings, survive in good condi-
tion, and their integrity as part of an important
historical site has been enhanced by the careful
restoration of Lord Curzon in the early part of the
20th century. The level of survival of the remains,
of both the tower and college at Tattershall,
together with associated features such as fish-
ponds, preserves valuable evidence for the way
in which these unique institutions functioned in
a particular social, cultural, and economic setting.
It is situated on the south side of the village of
Tattershall on the west bank of the River Bain.

The original 13th century castle
The castle originated as an enclosure castle
constructed in the 13th century (1231) by Robert
of Tattershall. This was based on an irregular
polygon - short straight lengths of curtain with a
small round tower at each return angle. There may
have been about six in total. The 13th-century
curtain has been totally destroyed above the
footings (Fig. 3).  The wide inner moat was also a
single enclosure of the 13th century. The outer
moat was added by Cromwell in the 1430s. The
entrance to the inner ward was in the NE corner
(Fig. 4). The Buck engraving (Fig. 9) shows a pair
of arched polygonal towers in this corner probably
on the site of the original gate.  In the 15th century
the castle passed to Ralph, first Lord Cromwell,
who rebuilt it as a fortified house and founded a
college on the adjacent site. Whilst the college was
dissolved in 1545 and its buildings dismantled, the
castle continued to be occupied until 1693; it
thereafter fell into disrepair and in the 1790s some
of the building materials were removed and the
moats largely infilled. From 1912 the castle was
restored by Lord Curzon and partly excavated and
in 1925 it passed into the care of the National Trust.

Fig. 3. Tattershall. View from the NW. Right: The base of the great tower, three-quarters of which
sits in the moat and is surrounded by water. Left: The NW base of one of the 13th-century towers
abuts the great tower; one of two located on either side.  The interior cylindrical dimensions of this
are about 10ft (3.m) diameter. It seems similar to and may have been a response to Bolingbroke castle,
about 12 miles away, built by Ranulf be Blundeville in the 1220s.
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Fig. 4. Tattershall - Plan of the castle and grounds as existing in 1914 (Curzon).

Tattershall - 15th century Great Tower
Tattershall castle possesses one of the most
splendid (and ostentatious) late-medieval solar
towers. It has been described as the finest piece of
medieval brickwork in England. This magnificent
tower was erected by Ralph, Lord Cromwell, in the
years 1434-46. Rising over 100ft (30.5m) to the top
of its corner turrets, with a view stretching from
Lincoln Cathedral to Boston Stump, it dominates
the surrounding fenland, all the more so because
the rest of the castle has perished.
There had, in fact, been a castle here since 1231,
when Robert de Tattershall obtained a licence to
crenellate. Wet moats enclose an inner bailey and
a concentric platform which is divided into two
outer baileys. Unfortunately the 13th-century
curtain has been totally destroyed, though
excavations have left on view the stone bases of
two rounded flanking towers. Lord Cromwell
erected his new tower on the edge of the bailey
projecting into the moat. During its construction
Cromwell was Lord High Treasurer of England
and the tower house was intended to be
commensurate with his status. The choice of

brick was dictated by fashion rather than the
shortage of local stone, since he used Ancaster
stone for the fine collegiate church which stands
nearby. Stone is in fact used for the door and
window surrounds, the spiral staircase and the
machicolation. Surviving building accounts
reveal that the bricks - over a million of them -
were made locally but that many of the craftsmen
were foreign, including the supervisor, Baldwin
Docheman‘the Dutchman’ (probably a German).
This might explain what some might argue is the
apparent continental appearance of the tower (but
see Hislop p. 149), although the plan –
rectangular with octagonal corner turrets – is
conventional enough. The corner turrets rise well
above parapet level and are finished off with
decorative brickwork emulating machicolation.
Between the turrets on all four sides is a covered
‘fighting gallery’ projecting outwards on genuine
machicolations. The gallery has embrasures in
its outer wall and there is an embattled parapet
above. This elaborate crown gives Tattershall its
unique muscular dignity but the present isolation
of the tower is misleading. At some early point it

?

Gate with
Bridge ?
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Fig. 5. The six levels or storeys of the great tower, with room labels as they were then understood,
from the 1981 NT guidebook (M W Thompson, with plans redrawn by Philip Dixon). The 1997
guidebook (current) (Tracey Avery) maintains the same chamber function / descriptions.

was connected to the main residential buildings of
the original castle, as the line of joist holes in its
brick face reveal, (original Great Hall and solar -
see the Buck engraving) and that may be why the
angle turrets do not project at all on the bailey side
(Fig. 5). The tower basically formed a magnificent
but self-aggrandizing palatial suite of apartments
for Lord Cromwell’s entertaining / personal/family
use; it was not a self-contained keep in the old
Norman sense. There are five/six storeys including
the vaulted basement; each level comprising one
grand apartment with extra accommodation and
services provided in the angle turrets.
The basement and ground floor (parlour) had
separate doorways intended to provide communal
accommodation. The three private upper rooms were
reached only through the south-east doorway. The
first floor contained a private (dining) hall. The
second-floor room, approached along a tall vaulted
corridor, is conjectured to have been Lord
Cromwell’s audience chamber. Above that was the
solar/bedchamber (marked private chamber).
Thus, there are no less than four external entrance
doorways into the great tower; one for the basement

(middle), one for the ground floor (right) and one
into a lobby for the spiral stair leading to the upper
floors. The massive walls of the tower are pierced
by traceried windows (some without transoms)
which are nearly as large at ground level as they are
on the top floor, with only the width of the moat to
keep an intruder at bay, demonstrating the triumph
of domestic comfort and the tower’s corresponding
limitations as a serious fortification. These labels
are possibly fairly fluid, and are  subject to revision.
A single retainer’s lodging (guardhouse) in the
middle ward (once part of a planned range) and the
ruins of the ‘stable block’ are the only other extant
relics of the 15th century (Fig. 4). They are again
built in Cromwell’s brickwork, and are located in
the outer baileys. After Cromwell’s death the castle
fell into disuse and demolition took place in the 18th
century. Even the great tower was in a ruinous state
by 1911, but in that year the castle was purchased
by Lord Curzon. He embarked on a thorough, but
scholarly, restoration of the fabric, putting in new
floors and reinstating the heraldic fireplaces which
had been removed from the tower for shipment to
America (Curzon & Tipping 1929).
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ABOVE: Fig. 6. The Great Tower - upper west front seen from the Outer Ward across the moat with
windows of level five (Private Chamber).The machicolations are real enough, but impressively
decorative in their intent.
BELOW: Fig. 7. Rooftop level looking east over the Inner Ward. Chimney stack (rebuilt) with flues
drawn from the Parlour, Hall and Private Chamber.
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Fig. 8. Great Tower from the east (inner courtyard side). The four entrances are: Left: ground-floor
Entrance into the SE staircase turret and directly to levels 3-6 (private suite). Middle: Basement (store);
Right: Communal/Retainers hall. The ground-floor open cloister / passage and upper timber gallery
revealed by the double-line of joist sockets led to a further door via the window type entrance in the SE
stair turret (far left). This turret entrance has a head clearance of 6 ft (1.83m) To the right of the
Communal / Retainer’s hall entrance is the stump of a spiral stair that led up to the upper gallery.
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Fig. 9. Samuel and Nathaniel Buck’s engraving of the east front, 1726.  This is an inexact and
distorted view in scale and perspective, but precious facts can be inferred from it. The building in
front of the great tower with the oriel window is the original ground-floor hall (without roof). To
its immediate right is the cross-range. The screens passage to the left of the hall is missing, and
further left are the services - buttery and pantry. Behind that is probably the kitchen block, looking
rather remote - but not so in reality. To the fore on the left are the remains of the chapel, and
windows of the chantry chapel. The far-right building in the middle ward between the two moats
is the second gatehouse (cf. Millicent, fig.17); behind that is probably the remaining tower of the
‘stable / lodging block’. The circuitous route from outer ward to middle ward and then inner ward
was deliberately adding to the theatre and spectacle of arrival and approach. What remains of the
inner three-storey gatehouse is distorted, but contains a portcullis.
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Kitchen buildings, exposed by excavation. 1912 photo taken during the Curzon rehabilitation. The
foundations of the gatetower on the left.. Latrine tower centre and kitchens/ well house, right.
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Fig. 10. The great tower - from the west. This
is near the ‘stable block’ at the rear entrance
front from the bailey. The tower string-course
is noticeably absent (all round) between
levels 4 & 5 (first and second floor).

Tattershall - Analysis by Matthew Johnson

‘Cromwell’s building programme was an
important arena for the negotiation of his
social position. As was usual for elite
households at the time, he moved seasonally
between several residences, each in a
different part of his scattered estates, plus a
large house in London. It was clearly
important to Cromwell not just that he own
a series of large residences of a grand form,
but that he be seen to be constantly building
and rebuilding, to be following the correct
feudal procedures. For many years the yearly
costs of his building projects at his estates of
Collyweston, Wingfield and Tattershall
amounted to a third to a half of his annual
income (ibid: 330).
In contrast to many later Renaissance
structures, but typically for the late medieval
castle and as we have already seen at
Bodiam and Caister, Tattershall Castle
reveals itself gradually to the visitor. The

great tower itself is visible for many miles across the
fens, and acts as a landmark. As one approaches,
however, one sees that this tower is merely the largest
of a series of towers; as new work in brick, it is sharply
differentiated from an older inner court studded with
towers; this latter work is executed in stone. A 15th-
century  visitor might note this difference in building
material and note that here was a great man who did
not simply wish to be seen to be following the correct
procedures, but wished to be rebuilding an old and
ancient pile. One gains access to the inner court
circuitously, through three separate gatehouses and
across two separate moats. An elite visitor arriving on
horse-back would enter the first gate, then leave their
horse at the stables in the outer court - it being
disrespectful to approach the core of the castle directly
on horseback. Once within the inner court, the castle
changes character; the hall being the central feature that
dominates the court; the great tower rises behind the
hall and is secondary to it, more ‘private’ and restricted
in access, in terms of circulation pattern.
Cromwell’s tower appears to be a relatively late addition
to the scheme, possibly not planned as part of the
rebuilding from the start. A combination of evidence
from below- and above-ground archaeology and building
accounts suggests that Cromwell took over an old site,
consisting of ranges of buildings in a courtyard plan all
built up against the stone curtain wall and facing inwards,
not dissimilar to the 13th-century castle of Bolingbroke
a few miles away (Beresford and Hurst 1979: 150). His
first act was to rebuild much of the fabric of the internal
ranges of this structure - though the 13th-century stone
towers were retained and continued to be an important
part of the ensemble. When Cromwell did build his great
tower, we find that its meanings are complex and only
understood with reference to its context, in particular to
comparable structures of the period. One dimension is
competition: rivalry with the late medieval house at
South Kyme. South Kyme stands a few miles to the
south-east: the two sites are intervisible across the flat
lands. South Kyme is now an isolated system of moats,
within which stands a stone tower of the mid-14th
century. The tower is now isolated and even a desolate
sight, with its grotesque heads projecting from the
parapets over a deserted field and a nearby church. Joist
holes and other features in the tower, however, indicate
that it must have functioned in a manner similar’.
Extract from: Behind the Castle Gate: from medieval to
Renaissance (2002), pp. 56-58
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Affinities and Architects
‘It has been suggested too that Baldwin
Docheman, the brick maker at Tattershall, also
acted as the architect of the castle, but there is no
convincing evidence to support this. What we can
say is that the great tower was to a considerable
degree influenced by the gatehouse of Thornton
Abbey, which lies approximately 50 miles to the
north of Tattershall, and which was built in the
1380s, partly in brick. Although Lord Cromwell’s
Tower is both wider and taller, both buildings are
approximately 18m (59 ft) long, both are built on
a north-south alignment, both project boldly from
the curtain or precinct wall (Thornton internally,
Tattershall externally), both have projecting
octagonal corner turrets, and both have an eastern
wall of extended thickness, which, internally, is
utilized to accommodate mural chambers and
passages. These analogies may suggest that an
architect from the region was involved, but they
might also reflect Lord Cromwell’s own

instructions. One entry in the building accounts
for l434-l435 that may be pertinent with respect
to identifying the master builder for Tattershall
concerns wages paid to the mason John Botiller
and his two servants, which amounted to sums of
13s. and £1 0s. 2d. Respectively. This John
Botiller could well be the John Botiller of
Toddington (Bedfordshire), who, in 1435, was
commissioned to take workmen and materials for
works at the royal hunting lodge at Clipstone, a
little over 40 miles to the west of Tattershall. He
was evidently a man who was in a position of
authority at Clipstone, making him a suitable
candidate for having charge of Tattershall, the
relatively close proximity of the two properties
would have allowed him to oversee the two sites
simultaneously’.

Malcolm Hislop
Castle Builders: Approaches to castle design and
construction in the Middle Ages, 2016, (Barnsley, Pen
& Sword Archaeology) pp. 85-86.

Figs. 11, 12). Two views of the spiral stairs in the south-east turret that provides the only access
to the upper floors. The  newel staircase has cut-slab stone treads of generous proportions 4.33ft
(1.32m) and the undersides are finely chamfered. This is the widest known single-piece castle
cut-slab castle stair in Britain. In addition there is a finely carved ashlar countersunk handrail. cf.
Herstmonceux (1446), Oxburgh Hall (1480s), Hunsdon (1450s).
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The ‘Stable Block’
Of the ‘stable block’, Curzon (1929 69) writes: To
the right on crossing the bridge lay the equestrian
section of the lordly establishment. The magnus
stabulus, together with quarters for the ‘Master of
the Horse’ and his staff, was, as we have just seen,
new built of brick, but other and perhaps older
buildings for further accommodation of man and
beasts may have been timber-framed’. See also p.
68. The building dates to 1438-9. Additionally, in
the Appendix Report 1 in Curzon 1929. A. Ham-
ilton Thompson adds: ‘There is a fireplace in the
south-west wall of the ground floor from which a
brick channel was sunk along the middle line of the
building from end to end, probably for the purposes
of heating’. Thompson also labels the building
‘Ruined guard house’ and the subsidiary label
reads’ brick channel’. See p. 151 for the 1727 print.
The images above (figs. 13-16) show the plan of
the guard house, the footings of the north, east and
west walls, and the south gable end, which is
clearly two storey with large fireplaces on each
floor. Whilst the two-storey block may only have
been partially floored and there may have been a

cross-wall it does not give the impression of being
a stable and seems to be more of an accommoda-
tion block (the rectangular tower at the northern
end is missing), perhaps later altered into a stable
block. Some questions arise: What is the function
of the central axial ‘brick’ channel which appears
to be in situ under the turf? If it was for heating
did it channel water? Did the tower hold a water
cistern? Does the water relate to the large fire-
place? Is there a designed gravity slope to it?
Could the building partly have been a laundry? Or
a bath house? There is a similar channel at Byland
Abbey that may have functioned in such a way
(per David Mercer). The image of the ring(s) or
tethers in the wall indicates we are certainly in the
stabling area, but these are outside the ‘stable’
and:‘There is a wall parallel to its south-east face
next to the inner moat, [...] Indicate(s) that the
passage between the two walls was used for
stabling’ (p. 167) not necessarily the building
itself. Perhaps it housed many of Ralph
Cromwell’s claimed retinue of 100 men. For
suggestions and a detailed survey see James
Wright’s unpublished paper, forthcoming, 2020.

Figs. 13-15
Various views of
Guard house /
stable block, with
one iron tether
remaining in
place.
Fig.  16. Plan &
detail from Curzon
& Tipping, 1929.’ A
brick channel runs
down the centre.
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Fig. 17. Tattershall from the west. William Millicent, 1727. (Slightly cropped). From the Coleraine
Collection at the Society of Antiquaries of London. Reproduced with thanks. From L-R: The ‘Stable Block’
perhaps with a lean-to garderobe and remnants of its north tower; Middle Gatehouse (single tower) - in
the far distance; Great Tower (with ground-floor entrance on this side included in error); Remains of
13th century south round tower; Holy Trinity (in the background);    West ‘Kitchen’ Gatetower
(previously unremarked, but footings remain); Kitchen garderobe tower; kitchen/well-house block.

The William Millicent drawing 1727
In the course of researching for his doctoral
thesis, CSG member James Wright FSA sur-
veyed much of Tattershall castle’s remaining
buildings and studied antiquarian plans, draw-
ings and documentation, including existing
household accounts that go back to the 1430s
and 40s. He was able to locate and access a rare
view of the west side of the castle by William
Millicent, dated to 1727. This is in the Coleraine
collection (Henry Hare, 3rd Baron Coleraine)
housed at the Society of Antiquaries. In the
1750s the collection was donated to them by
Rose Duplessis, Hare’s companion later in life,
at the persuasion of Coleraine’s friend Henry
Baker. The Millicent drawing was probably not
known or studied by Curzon or his assistants,
including A. Hamilton Thompson, and it is not
mentioned in Curzon and Tipping’s monograph
of 1929.  As a consequence, they were not able
to benefit from a critical analysis of the various
buildings along the north and south sides of the
great tower, looking from the west, that remained
standing to a considerable height at that time.
The drawing brings to light what can only be

seen as a square, west (or kitchen) gate with its
round-arched entrance, and above it a high arch
with three machicolation slots. The gatetower
sits between the ruined 13th-century round tower
to its left (north) (in front of the church tower)
and the kitchen / well-tower block to its right,
with what may be a small narrow garderobe
turret between the two. The foundations for this
gate-tower can be seen in the inset photograph.
It may have given access simply to provide
supplies to the services rather than a being a
direct through-route into the courtyard. Nonethe-
less, the Millicent print shows a previously unre-
marked and undocumented point of access, no
doubt via a permanent linking bridge across the
moat which has now gone (but fittings remain).
It illustrates that there are always surprises to be
found when unearthing and comparing antiquarian
prints and we can now state categorically that
Tattershall had no less than six gates into the castle.
The CSG is very grateful to James Wright for
speaking and guiding us round Tattershall and
for the NT for making us very welcome. A new
NT guidebook on Tattershall  authored by James
is forthcoming.
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